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Abstract—Efficient synchronization is a key concern in an
embedded many-core system-on-chip (SoC). The use of atomic
read-modify-write instructions combined with cache coherency
as synchronization primitive is not always an option for shared-
memory SoCs due to the lack of suitable IP. Furthermore, there
are doubts about the scalability of hardware cache coherency
protocols. Existing distributed locks for NUMA multiprocessor
systems do not rely on cache coherency and are more scalable,
but exchange many messages per lock.

This paper introduces an asymmetric distributed lock al-
gorithm for shared-memory embedded multiprocessor systems
without hardware cache coherency. Messages are exchanged via a
low-cost inter-processor communication ring in combination with
a small local memory per processor. Typically, a mutex is used
over and over again by the same process, which is exploited by
our algorithm. As a result, the number of messages exchanged per
lock is significantly reduced. Experiments with our 32-core system
show that when having locks in SDRAM, 35% of the memory
traffic is lock related. In comparison, our solution eliminates all
of this traffic and reduces the execution time by up to 89%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the world is moving towards hardware with tens
of cores on a single chip, programming such device is still
challenging. Prominent issues are parallelization of the appli-
cation and synchronization between these parts.

In modern general purpose chips, synchronization is usually
polling-based using atomic read-modify-write (RMW) opera-
tions as building blocks [1, 2], which are either hidden in
a lock library or used by the programmer directly. RMW
operations have a relatively low latency and are wait-free [3].
However, they require a cache coherent system, which is hard
to realize in general and absent in Intel’s 48-core SCC [4], for
example. Without cache coherency, RMW operations induce
traffic to external SDRAM, which has a limited bandwidth and
high latency.

Hardware cache coherency or RMW instructions are not
always applied in embedded systems, because of high hard-
ware costs and the lack of IP [5]. Additionally, hardware
cache coherency is unsupported for FPGA targets by common
system-on-chip (SoC) design tools, such as Xilinx XPS and
Altera SOPC Builder, as neither the MicroBlaze nor the Nios
II support it. The alternative is to use a generic software
implementation of a synchronization algorithm, like the bakery
algorithm for mutexes [6]. Again, the SDRAM is then used for
synchronization, which is a scarce resource, as a single bank
is shared among many cores. The memory can be bypassed

for synchronization completely when using a distributed lock
via message-passing [7], which requires local memories and
an inter-processor network.

In this paper, we evaluate a 32-core SoC architecture
and show that adding a low-cost inter-processor communi-
cation ring for synchronization reduces the required SDRAM
memory bandwidth. Additionally, an efficient distributed lock
algorithm is presented that reduces the average latency of
locking, by exploiting the locality of mutexes. As a result,
the throughput and execution time of applications improve.

For our experiments, we built a 32-core shared-memory
MicroBlaze system on a Virtex-6 FPGA, which is described
in Section III. Using this platform, memory traffic of several
standard applications is studied in Section IV, which shows
that mutex operations contribute significantly to the memory
traffic. In Section V, an additional interconnect and distributed
lock implementation is added to the system, which relieves
the memory and improves the performance, as discussed in
Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Besides using RMW operations, hardware support for syn-
chronization can also be realized differently. Stoif et al. use
a central memory controller where processors compete for
protected memory regions [8]. The memory controller can also
be extended to manage the state of synchronization data units
that reside in the memory [9, 10]. Tumeo et al. implement
synchronization using engines like the Xilinx mutex compo-
nent [11]. Like fixed synchronization networks [12], all these
hardware components have in common that the number of
concurrent synchronization primitives is limited, where our
solution scales naturally in software. Additionally, centralized
units fundamentally introduce a bottleneck when the system
scales to more cores.

Symmetric distributed algorithms require many messages to
operate [7], because all nodes need to be informed separately.
These algorithms are aimed for fault-tolerance, but as we
do not assume a faulty device and message exchange is
relatively expensive, the overhead is needlessly high. Yu and
Petrov introduce a distributed lock component for every core,
which all snoop synchronization messages from a bus [13].
Having such global bus, limits scalability—the paper presents
experiments with only four cores.
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An asymmetric distributed mutual exclusion algorithm with-
out experimental results has been proposed by Wu and Shu
[14], using a central coordinator that forwards lock requests
on mutexes, where processes form a distributed waiting queue.
In this algorithm, queuing is done in a distributed manner,
but locks are always sent back to the server on unlock. As
we found out (see Section IV), mutexes are often reused by
the same process. This still requires many messages, where
our solution optimizes for this mutex locality and we add a
quantitative evaluation.

Using local memories in a NUMA architecture for message-
passing is a common approach [4, 15], but generic all-to-all
communication is potentially expensive in hardware. However,
Section V shows that our low-bandwidth, write-only ring
implementation can be kept low-cost.

III. PLATFORM: 32-CORE SOC

To investigate mutex behavior well, a realistic setup is
required; accurate simulation is too slow and abstractions of a
simulation model could hide incorrect assumptions on essen-
tial resource costs, for example. Therefore, we designed and
built a 32-core many-core SoC to make realistic observations
and run solid experiments. The SoC is based on MicroBlaze
tiles, as depicted in Figure 1.

A. Tiles and Memory Hierarchy

Such tile contains the MicroBlaze core, a local memory
that is used to boot from and store a few local variables of
the kernel, and a PLB bus. To this bus, a timer is connected,
which is the only interrupt source of the MicroBlaze.

The MicroBlaze has a 16 KB instruction cache and 8 KB
data cache—both direct-mapped, using 8-word cache line
size—connected to the local PLB bus. All code resides in

main memory. The stack and heap of the core also reside in
main memory and are cached. Since the MicroBlaze has no
hardware cache coherency, inter-processor communication is
done via a part of the main memory that is uncached. Shared
data structures are also put in the uncached memory region.

The 256 MB main memory is accessible via an interconnect
(see Figure 2(a)), which is quite expensive in terms of latency.
The latency of a memory read in an idle system is about 30
clock cycles: 15 cycles to traverse the interconnect and 15
cycles for the memory controller to process the read.

B. Tree-shaped Interconnect with FCFS

Figure 2(b) shows the structure of the interconnect, which
is a packet switched network-on-chip (NoC), with its main
purpose to gain access to the main memory. The interconnect
arbitrates requests of all 32 cores to a bus, where a memory
controller and peripherals are connected to. The network sup-
ports read and write requests, which are issued by the proces-
sors. Every single request is separately packetized, containing
one command, one address, and multiple data flits. Then,
the packet will receive a timestamp for first-come-first-served
(FCFS)-arbitration and a processor ID upon injection, which is
sent along with the packet. The timestamp is generated locally
to every core, by timers that are synchronized on global reset—
but a few cycles deviation is acceptable, as long as local clocks
are not drifting.

Next, the packets are sent through a binary arbitration tree
that multiplexes n processors to one bus master, where every
step in the tree does local arbitration of two inputs. A step lets
the packet with the oldest timestamp precede. Rearbitration
only happens between packets. After every step, a small buffer
can be placed for shorter wires or left out for lower latency.
Therefore, multiple packets can be ‘in flight’ towards the
bus. By means of back-pressure, requests can be stalled by
subsequent steps and the bus slave.

Finally, the response will be sent back via a similar tree,
which routes the packet based on the processor ID, without
the need of arbitration.

C. Synthesis for FPGA

The design has been implemented on a Xilinx Virtex-6
LX240-T FPGA, using the Xilinx ML605 development board.
In total, the design uses 124,644 look-up tables (LUTs), 97,490
flip-flops (FFs) and 316 Block RAMs (BRAMs), where one
MicroBlaze tile consists of 3,244 LUTs, 2,563 FFs, and 9
BRAMs, and the interconnect 9,511 LUTs and 5,759 FFs—
roughly 7% of the total design. The remaining resources are
used by the memory controller, DVI, Ethernet, UART and
USB controller. All cores and the interconnect are clocked
at 100 MHz.

D. Software: Kernel and Applications

On every MicroBlaze in the SoC described above, a
small stand-alone custom POSIX-like micro-kernel is running,
which supports the newlib C library and implements the
Pthread standard. The kernel can run multiple processes in



TABLE I: APPLICATIONS

benchmark set application code size mutexes

PARSECa fluidanimate 494 KB 4,403

SPLASH-2
radiosity 261 KB 26,034
raytrace 244 KB 35
volrend 421 KB 37

a All other applications of the set are not runnable, because
of dependency problems or memory requirements.
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Fig. 3: Measured traffic on SDRAM controller

a multi-threaded fashion, without process migration between
kernels. From a kernel point of view, daemons, servers,
and (worker) threads from applications are just processes.
MicroBlazes can only communicate via main memory (as the
Pthread standard prescribes), and no RMW instructions are
available. Hence, the pthread_mutex_t has been imple-
mented using Lamport’s bakery algorithm.

Using this platform, applications from the SPLASH-2 [16]
and PARSEC [17] benchmarks have been run. Table I lists all
applications used for the experiments.

IV. MEMORY AND MUTEX PROFILE

The memory controller has hardware support to measure
memory traffic. Using this information and profiling data
measured by the MicroBlaze and operating system, traffic
streams of the applications can be identified, which is plotted
in Figure 3. The figure distinguishes:

• 8-word burst instruction cache reads (bottom of chart);
• 8-word burst data cache reads;
• uncached word read, participating in locking a mutex;
• other uncached word read of shared memory;
• all 8-word burst and single word writes;
• all spare time the memory controller is idle (top).
Figure 3(a) depicts on which operations the time is spent

by the memory controller. Since the spare time is (almost)
zero, the controller is completely saturated and imposes a
bottleneck in the system. The bandwidth usage corresponding
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to Figure 3(a) is shown in Figure 3(b). Although the controller
is saturated for all applications, the bandwidth greatly differs,
because word reads/writes take almost the same amount of
time as burst reads/writes, but leave most of the potential
bandwidth unused. SDRAM commands like precharge and
refresh do not show up in the bandwidth, but do contribute
to the latency of commands.

In both Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the writes are hardly visible as
they occur relatively sporadically. Mutex operations contribute
by 35% on average to the memory controller load and 18%
to the bandwidth usage, surprisingly. Although the bakery
algorithm relies on reads and writes, reads are occurring far
more often than writes, because every process must poll the
entering and number fields of all other processes, but writes
just its own. In order to reduce the total amount of memory
traffic, this mutex related traffic is a good candidate for revi-
sion, as the implementation of synchronization is transparent
to the application and can be changed without touching the
application, in contrast to cache utilization and shared data
accesses.

Figure 4 shows additional information about the state of
the mutexes of the same applications. The figure shows that
mutexes of fluidanimate are (almost) always free at the
moment they are being locked, where mutexes of the other
application are free for about 80% of the time. Additionally,
the hatched area shows the fraction of mutexes that where not
only free, but also classified as relocks: a successive lock on
the same mutex by the same process.

Based on Figure 4, it can be concluded that most of the
mutexes are usually free and reused by the same process, so a
mutex is (mostly) local. Busy mutexes, for which processes are
blocking each other, are scarce. Since they involve (expensive)
global synchronization, they should be avoided or removed,
but this is out of the scope of this paper.

As shown above, mutexes contribute to the memory band-
width usage, which is a scarce resource in many-core SoCs.
The proposed solution implements locks on another infras-
tructure, which bypasses the SDRAM completely and exploits
the locality of mutexes. Since mutexes only require a small
amount of memory, they can be kept locally, in a (non-
coherent) cache, for example.
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V. RING AND DISTRIBUTED LOCK

In order to implement inter-processor communication to by-
pass main memory, the architecture as described in Section III
is extended with an additional interconnect: a ring topology,
which is depicted in Figure 5. The ring allows write-only
access to the local memory of all other MicroBlazes, where
a MicroBlaze can read and write its own local memory. In
hardware, the ring transfers the destination address and data.
It is built of one register, a MUX and comparator per tile,
such that every clock cycle one word is transferred to its
neighbor register when the address is not within the range
of the current tile. In addition to the synthesis results of
Section III-C, the implementation of the ring requires one
BRAM per tile and adds about 1.4% logic for the PLB slaves
and the ring itself. The network can be kept low-cost, because
1) the required bandwidth for the synchronization is low; 2)
the routing in a ring is trivial, and thus cheap; and 3) the
latency of one clock cycle per tile is not an issue, because
most of the latency is introduced by the software of the
message handling daemons—even when 100 cores are added,
the increased latency by the ring is much less than a single
context switch to the daemon.

All accesses over the ring are memory-mapped—the system
is a distributed shared memory (DSM) architecture. On top
of the ring and local memories, a message-passing API has
been implemented, allowing all-to-all communication between
the cores. Inter-process messages are sent and received via a
message handling process (one per MicroBlaze) that sched-
ules outgoing messages and dispatches incoming messages
to the appropriate local process. All messages are processed
sequentially by this daemon in FCFS manner (or round-
robin in case of simultaneous arrival). The message-passing
implementation is a generic interface and is not specifically
tailored to synchronization.

Based on message-passing, a new asymmetric distributed
lock has been designed, where ‘asymmetric’ points to the
different roles of participants in the algorithm. The main idea
is that when a process wants to enter a critical section—and
tries to lock a mutex—it sends a request to a server. This
server either responds with “You got the lock and you own
it”, or “Process n owns the lock, ask there again”. In the
latter case, the locking process sends a message to n, which
can reply with “The lock is free, now you own it”, or “It has
been locked, I’ll signal you when it is unlocked”. When a
process unlocks a lock, it will migrate it to the process that

Algorithm 1 Lock server
Global: M : lock→ process, M ← ∅

Procedure: request(`, r)
Input: process r requesting lock `

1: if M(`) is undefined then
2: M(`)← r
3: return got lock `
4: else
5: p←M(`)
6: M(`)← r
7: return ask p for state of `

Procedure: giveup(`, r)
Input: process r giving up lock `

8: if M(`) = r then
9: undefine M(`)

Algorithm 2 Message handling daemon
Global: administration of owned locks of local process p:

Lp : lock→ {free,locked,migrate,stolen}, ∀p : Lp ← ∅

Procedure: ask(`, p, r)
Input: lock `, owned by process p, requested by r

1: atomic
2: if Lp(`) is undefined then
3: return free
4: else if Lp(`) = locked then
5: Lp(`)← migrate on unlock to r
6: return locked
7: else
8: Lp(`)← stolen
9: return free

Algorithm 3 Locking process
Global: Lself , which is one of Lp of Algorithm 2

Procedure: lock(`)
Input: lock `

1: atomic
2: s← Lself(`)
3: Lself(`)← locked
4: if s 6= free then
5: if request(`,self) = ask p then
6: if ask(`,p,self) = locked then
7: wait for signal (signal counterpart at line 14)

Procedure: unlock(`)
Input: locked lock `

8: dummy read SDRAM
9: atomic

10: s← Lself(`)
11: Lself(`)← free
12: if s = migrate to r then
13: undefine Lself(`)
14: signal r (wait counterpart at line 7)
15: else if too many free locks in Lself then
16: `′ ← oldest free lock in Lself

17: undefine Lself(`
′)

18: giveup(`′,self)



asked for it, or flag it is being free in the local administration
otherwise. In this way, processes build a fair, distributed, FCFS
waiting queue. In great contrast to a token-based solution,
which also migrates ownership of locks, processes only give
up the ownership when they are asked for it. Algorithms 1
to 3 show the implementation. In more detail:

• lock server (Algorithm 1): a process that registers the
owner process of a lock (or the last one waiting) using
the map M . When the server gets a request message, it
responds with either that the lock is available (line 3) or
already owned (line 7). When a process owning a lock
does not need it anymore, it can give it up. A lock is
(statically) assigned to a single server and a server can
service many locks.

• message handler (Algorithm 2): every MicroBlaze runs
a single message handling daemon, which handles in-
coming messages (see above). When another process
asks for an owned lock, this daemon inspects the lock
administration (denoted map Lp) of the owning local
process. Then, it either marks the lock for migration on
unlock (line 5) or steals the lock (line 8). In case of the
race condition that the give up and the ask message are
sent concurrently, the daemon replies that the lock is free
(line 3).

• locking process (Algorithm 3): the process that wants to
enter a critical section. When locking, it checks its own
administration. When the lock is already owned by the
process, it will lock it immediately, without communicat-
ing with other cores. Otherwise, it will request the server
(line 5) and ask the owner (line 6) of the lock when
appropriate. Asking for a locked lock implicitly enqueues
the asking process (line 7). On unlock, an (uncached)
read from main memory is performed (line 8), which
enforces an ordering between communication via the ring
and operations on the background memory and ensures
that all outstanding memory operations will be completed
before the lock is unlocked—the system implements the
release consistency memory model. This is guaranteed,
as the interconnect arbitrates in FCFS manner and the
memory controller processes all requests in-order. Then,
only locally is the state updated (line 11), unless there is
a process already waiting, which will be signaled in that
case (line 14). When the process exits, all owned locks
must be given up, which is left out of Algorithm 3 for
simplicity.

The performance of the proposed ring and new lock algo-
rithm will be compared to the bakery lock below.

VI. BAKERY VS. DISTRIBUTED LOCK

To evaluate the distributed lock, experiments are conducted
on two systems: the bakery implementation in the architecture
without ring (Section III), referred to as the base case; and the
distributed lock via the ring (Section V).

For the latter, the maps M and Lp of Algorithms 1 to 3
are implemented using AA trees [18], having O(log n) com-
plexity, where n is the number of owned locks. Although
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TABLE II: DISTRIBUTED LOCK STATISTICS

# locks requesta aska giveupa signalsa msgs/sb

fluidanimate 2,935,247 285,176 280,665 4,511 1,110 25,898.3
radiosity 1,594,306 627,154 574,620 52,533 214,764 8,480.6
raytrace 33,831 1,681 1,645 36 73 102.0
volrend 56,380 33,962 33,886 76 8,024 3,892.9

a See Algorithms 1 to 3
b Lock messages exchanged per second over the ring

the different concepts of a lock server and message handling
daemon are important in the algorithm, the functionality of the
server is merged into the daemon in the actual implementation.
This allows a quick response of request and give up messages.
As a result, every message handling daemon can act like a
lock server and locks are statically assigned to one of the 32
daemons based on the address of the mutex, which implements
a naive way of load balancing.

The four applications have been run on both systems,
repeated ten times with slightly different compile settings
to average out cache effects by placing memory segments
differently. All applications start one worker process on each
of the 32 cores. When a process blocks on a mutex, the blocked
time is left unused by the application for that specific core.
Only the parallel body of the application has been measured;
(sequential) preprocessing steps have been ignored.

A. Results

Figure 6 shows the types of memory traffic of both the
base case and the distributed lock. The figure shows that
for raytrace and volrend the memory bandwidth is not
saturated. In Table II, the measured number of exchanged
messages is depicted. Even for fluidanimate, which is
quite message-intensive, the ring utilization is very low; one
message consists of eight words, where the ring allows injec-
tion of one word per core every clock cycle.

Performance numbers, which are averaged over all runs,
of the applications are shown in Figure 7. All values are
normalized to the base case, which is 1 by definition. In
the chart, the first metric shows the relative change of the
execution time of the application: all application benefit from
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the distributed lock, fluidanimate is even 9 times faster
than using the bakery lock.

Next, two metrics indicate the SDRAM usage, which ag-
gregates operations of all 32 cores. It shows that the memory
bandwidth is used more effectively; the read bandwidth in-
creases, with a similar time spent on reading, because less
uncached word and more burst operations are performed.

Two metrics are shown of only one MicroBlaze that has
hardware support for measuring micro-architectural events.
Since all cores are running the same kind of workload, it can
be assumed that all other cores behave similarly. Overall, the
core utilization is higher for all applications, since cores stall
less on (uncached) reads.

B. Discussion

Whether the complexity of the distribution lock pays off
for a given application, is closely related to the locality of
its mutexes. There is a trade-off between a main memory
polling algorithm like bakery that consumes scarce bandwidth,
or keeping (or caching) mutexes locally and having higher
latencies for non-local mutexes. Figure 8 gives insight into
this trade-off.

Naturally, when a mutex is used by only one process, it is
always local and locking it is very fast. When mutexes are
used by more processes, the lock must be migrated regularly,

which involves communication between cores. Hence, the
amount of expensive communication depends on the locality
of the mutex, which we define as the fraction of relocks
over free locks. In the synthetic setup used for Figure 8, a
mutex is forced to a specific locality, and the average time is
measured of locking that mutex. The figure shows the relation
between locality and average lock time for both the bakery
implementation (which takes 270 µs on average) and the
distributed lock (3.5 µs for a relock). Although the exact slope
and height of the lines in the figure depend on the workload,
the trend is always the same.

For the four applications, the locality (as can also be
found in Figure 4) is respectively 0.91, 0.71, 0.95, 0.66, and
is also indicated in Figure 8. This shows that applications
with globally used mutexes, possibly do not benefit from the
distributed lock1, but the tested applications are all at the right
side of the break-even point.

Calculations indicate that the applications still spent respec-
tively 35%, 26%, 0.2% and 9.2% of the execution time on
mutex locking operations. Additionally, during this locking
time, 77%, 95%, 85% and 95% of the time is spent waiting
for locked mutexes. Hence, improving the locking speed any
further will hardly lead to a performance increase; making
locks more local is probably more beneficial.

Although the distributed lock has only been tested on 32
cores, we expect that the costs and trade-off are the same
on larger systems. As Algorithms 1 to 3 do not depend on
the number of cores, just the number of stored locks in
maps M and Lp influence the performance. When the balance
between servers and worker processes is kept the same, then
the concurrency in the design of the application is the only
relevant factor.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an asymmetric distributed lock algo-
rithm for non-cache coherent embedded multiprocessor sys-
tems. Experiments have been carried out with a 32-core
MicroBlaze system realised on a Virtex-6 FPGA on a ML605
evaluation board, which has an SDRAM memory bank.

In our solution, mutex related SDRAM memory traffic
is completely eliminated and replaced by synchronization
messages via a low-cost write-only ring interconnect. This ring
only increases the hardware resources by 1.4%. Measurements
indicate that of all tested applications, the locality of mutexes
is high. Our asymmetric lock benefits from this locality
and reduces the time for relocking from 270 µs to 3.5 µs
compared to an implementation of the bakery algorithm. For
our benchmark set, the maximum reduction in execution time
was 89% and the average reduction was 37% compared to
the use of the same multiprocessor system without the use
of asymmetric lock and ring. Additionally, these experiments
show that although any-to-any communication can be realized
via main memory, the addition of a low-cost ring is beneficial,
even when it is only used for synchronization.

1Obviously, one can argue that having global locks in massively parallel applica-
tions is a bad programming habit anyway.
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